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In addition to the separable solutions of the rotation equation, relating the perturbations of the metric
tensor to the angular velocity of the matter on the brane, we show that the rotation equation admits solutions
for a special class of non-separable angular velocity of the matter distribution on the brane. The general
solution of the rotation equation is expressed in terms of an arbitrary, spatial coordinate dependent function.
By appropriately choosing the mathematical form of this function, several models of slowly rotating brane
world Universes are obtained. In all cases the angular velocity of the matter and the metric rotation function
tend, in the large time limit, to zero.
brane-world cosmology, rotation perturbation
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Introduction
Most of the astronomical objects in the Universe (planets, stars or galaxies) have some form of ro-
tation (dierential or uniform). Hence the possibility that the Universe itself could be rotating has at-
tracted a lot of attention. But even that observational evidences of cosmological rotation have been reported
Bi82,Bi83,NoRa97,Ku97, they are still subject of controversy.
From the analysis of microwave background anisotropy Collins and Hawking CoHa73 and Barrow,
Juszkiewicz and Sonoda BaJuSo85 have found some very tight limits of the cosmological vorticity, Tobs >
3  105 TH , where Tobs is the actual rotation period of our Universe and TH = (1  2)  1010 years is the
Hubble time, corresponding to an angular velocity of the order of 10−13 rad/sec. Therefore our present day
Universe is rotating very slowly, if at all. However, the existence of such a small rotation, when extrapolated
to the early stages of the Universe, could have played a major role in the dynamics of the early Universe,
and possibly as well in the processes involving galaxy formation.
From theoretical point of view in 1949 Go¨del Go49 gave his famous example of a rotating cosmological
solution to the Einstein gravitational eld equations. Go¨del also discussed the possibility of a cosmic expla-
nation of the galactic rotation Go49. This rotating solution has attracted considerable interest because the
corresponding Universes possess the property of closed time-like curves.
The investigation of rotating and rotating-expanding Universes generated a large amount of literature
in the eld of general relativity, the combination of rotation with expansion in realistic cosmological models
being one of the most dicult tasks in cosmology (see Ob00 for a review of the expansion-rotation problem in
general relativity). Hence rotating solutions of the gravitational eld equations cannot be excluded a priori.
But this raises the question of why the Universe rotates so slowly. This problem can also be naturally solved
in the framework of the inflationary model. Ellis and Olive ElOl83 and Grn and Soleng GrSo87 pointed
out that if the Universe came into being as a mini-universe of Planck dimensions and went directly into an
inflationary epoch driven by a scalar eld with a flat potential, due to the non-rotation of the false vacuum
and the exponential expansion during inflation the cosmic vorticity has decayed by a factor of about 10−145.
The possibility of incorporating a slowly rotating Universe into the framework of Friedmann-Robertson-
Walker (FRW) type metrics has been considered by Bayin and Cooperstock BaCo80, who obtained the
restrictions imposed by the eld equations on the matter angular velocity. They also shown that uniform
rotation is incompatible with the dust lled (zero pressure) and with the radiation dominated Universe.
Bayin Ba85 has obtained the solutions of the eld equations for a special class of non-separable rotation
functions of the matter distribution. The investigation of the rst order rotational perturbations of flat FRW
type Universes proved to be useful in the study of string cosmological models with dilaton and axion elds
ChHaMa01. The form of the rotation equation imposes strong constraint on the form of the dilaton eld
potential U , restricting the allowed forms to two: the trivial case U = 0 and the exponential type potential.
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Randall and Sundrum RS99a,RS99b have pointed out that a scenario with an innite fth dimension in
the presence of a brane can generate a theory of gravity, which mimics purely four-dimensional gravity, both
with respect to the classical gravitational potential and with respect to gravitational radiation. The gravita-
tional self-couplings are not signicantly modied in this model. This result has been obtained from the study
of a single 3-brane embedded in ve dimensions, with the 5D metric given by ds2 = e−f(y)ηµνdxµdxν + dy2,
which can produce a large hierarchy between the scale of particle physics and gravity, due to the appearance
of the warp factor. Even if the fth dimension is uncompactied, standard 4D gravity is reproduced on the
brane. This model allows the presence of large or even innite non-compact extra dimensions. Our brane is
identied to a domain wall in a 5-dimensional anti-de Sitter space-time.
The Randall-Sundrum model was inspired by superstring theory. The ten-dimensional E8E8 heterotic
string theory, which contains the standard model of elementary particle, could be a promising candidate for
the description of the real Universe. This theory is connected with an eleven-dimensional theory compactied
on the orbifold R10  S1/Z2 HW96.
The static Randall-Sundrum solution has been extended to time-dependent solutions and their cosmolog-
ical properties have been extensively studied KK00,BDEL00,BDL00,STW00,LMW00,CEHS00,ClGrSe99,AnNuOl00
(for a review of dynamics and geometry of brane universes see Ma01).
The eective gravitational eld equations on the brane world, in which all the matter forces except
gravity are conned on the 3-brane in a 5-dimensional space-time with Z2-symmetry have been obtained, by
using an elegant geometric approach, by Shiromizu, Maeda and Sasaki SMS00,SSM00. The correct signature
for gravity is provided by the brane with positive tension. If the bulk space-time is exactly anti-de Sitter,
generically the matter on the brane is required to be spatially homogeneous. The electric part of the 5-
dimensional Weyl tensor EIJ gives the leading order corrections to the conventional Einstein equations on
the brane. The eect of the dilaton eld in the bulk can also be taken into account in this approach MW00.
The behavior of an anisotropic Bianchi type I brane-world in the presence of inflationary scalar elds has
been considered by Maartens, Sahni and Saini MSS00. By using dynamical systems techniques, the behavior
of the FRW, Bianchi type I and V cosmological models in the Randall-Sundrum brane world scenario, with
matter on the brane obeying a barotropic equation of state, has been studied by Campos and Sopuerta
CS01,CS01a. The general exact solution of the eld equations for an anisotropic brane with Bianchi type
I and V geometry, with perfect fluid and scalar elds as matter sources, has been found in ChHaMa01a.
In spatially homogeneous brane world cosmological models the initial singularity is isotropic, and hence
the initial conditions problem is solved Co01a. Consequently, these models do not exhibit Mixmaster or
chaotic-like behavior close to the initial singularity Co01b.
Realistic brane-world cosmological models require the consideration of more general matter sources to
describe the evolution and dynamics of the very early Universe. The eects of the bulk viscosity of the
matter on the brane have been analyzed in ChHaMa01b. Limits on the initial anisotropy induced by the
5-dimensional Kaluza-Klein graviton stresses by using the CMB anisotropies have been obtained by Barrow
and Maartens BaMa01. Anisotropic Bianchi type I brane-worlds with a pure magnetic eld and a perfect
fluid have also been analyzed BaHe01.
The simplest way to investigate if brane world cosmologies are consistent with the observations is to
investigate the behavior of the perturbations in the model. Perturbations on the brane are associated with
perturbations in the geometry of the bulk space-time. The linearized perturbation equations in the gener-
alized Randall-Sundrum model have been obtained, by using the covariant nonlinear dynamical equations
for the gravitational and matter elds on the brane, by Maartens Ma00. The gauge-invariant formalism for
perturbations in the brane world has been developed in KoIsSa00,Ko01. The equations governing the bulk
perturbations in the case of a general warped Universe have been computed by Langlois La00,La01. A gauge
invariant formalism for metric perturbations in ve-dimensional brane world theories, which also applies to
models originating from heterotic M-theory has been obtained in BrDoBrLu00. Koyama and Soda KoSo00
obtained a formalism for solving the coupled dynamics of the cosmological perturbations in the brane world
and of the gravitational waves in the ADS bulk. A closed sytem of the perturbation equations on the brane,
which is valid on a latge scale and may be solved without solving for the bulk perturbations has been pro-
posed in GoMa00 and LaMaSaWa01. The perturbations of the brane worlds in conformally Minkowskian
coordinates, which enable to disentangle the contributions of the bulk gravitons and of the motion of the
brane, have been considered in DeDoKa01. van de Bruck and Dorca BrDo01 proposed a new gauge, in
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which the full ve-dimensional problem of the perturbations is solvable. The second order perturbations of
the gravitational eld induced on the 3-brane have been analyzed by Kudoh and Tanaka KuTa01,KuTa01a.
The equations of motion for metric perturbations in the bulk and matter perturbations on the brane have
been presented, in an arbitrary gauge, in BrMaWa01. The evolution of density perturbations in brane world
cosmological models with a bulk scalar eld has been considered by Brax, van de Bruck and Davis BrBrDa01.
In a previous paper ChHaKaMa02, we studied linear order rotational perturbations of isotropic Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmological models. Assuming the rotation is slow, and by keeping only the rst
order rotational terms in the eld equations, a rotation equation describing the time and space evolution of
the metric perturbations is obtained. This equation also contains the angular velocity of the matter rotating
on the brane. By assuming that the metric perturbation and the matter angular velocity are separable
functions of the variables t and r, the mathematical consistency of the rotation equation leads to some
restrictions on the functional form of the angular velocity. In particular, a class of solutions of the eld
equations leads to a barotropic brane-world cosmological model, with a non-linear pressure-energy density
dependence. But generally, similar to the general relativistic case, the rotational perturbations will rapidly
decay due to the expansion of the Universe. However, this general result is valid only in the presence of the
dark energy term, describing the influence of the ve-dimensional bulk on the brane. If this term is zero,
rotational perturbations in a very high density (sti) cosmological fluid decay only in the so-called case of
the \perfect dragging".
However, the separable solutions obtained in ChHaKaMa02 do not represent all the possible sets of
solutions of the rotation equation. It is the purpose of the present paper to consider some classes of non-
separable solutions of the rotation equation in brane world cosmology. By assuming a special (non-separable)
form for the angular velocity ω of the matter, new classes of solutions representing slowly rotating brane
worlds can be generated. The spatial dependence of the metric rotation function and of ω depends on an
arbitrary function and, consequently, in principle an innite number of solutions of the rotation equation
can be constructed. By appropriately choosing the mathematical form of this function, three classes of exact
analytical solutions are obtained. The physical properties of the solutions are discussed in detail .
The present paper is organized as follows. The eld equations for a slowly rotating brane-world are
written down, and the basic rotation equation is derived in Section II. Non-separable classes of solutions of
the rotation equation are presented in Section III. In Section IV we discuss and conclude our results.
Slowly rotating brane Universes
In the 5D space-time the brane-world is located as Y (XI) = 0, where XI , I = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are 5-
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